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This tutorial describes how OTN developers built a Web application for shop owners and 
customers of the BC4J Virtual Shopping Mall (BC4J-VSM) sample application. 
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Concepts 

The Jakarta Project's Struts framework, version 1.1b2, from Apache Software 
Organization is an open source framework for building web applications that integrate 
with standard technologies, such as Java Servlets, JavaBeans, and JavaServer Pages. 
Struts offers many benefits to the web application developer, including Model 2 
implementation of Model-View-Controller (MVC) design patterns in JSP web applications. 
The MVC Model 2 paradigm applied to web applications lets you separate display code 
(for example, HTML and tag libraries) from flow control logic (action classes).

Following is a brief overview of the MVC Model 2 design pattern. For complete 
information about how Struts implements the MVC design patterns, see the Introduction 
to the Struts User's Guide on the Jakarta Project's Web site: 
http://jakarta.apache.org/struts/userGuide/index.html. 

●     The Model portion of an MVC-based system typically comprises JavaBean classes 
that define the internal state of the system; they also specify the actions that can 
be taken to change that state. If you use the BC4J data access framework, this 
layer implements the model entirely for you. Otherwise, you will need to create the 
classes that implement your model. 

●     The View portion of a Struts-based application is generally constructed using JSP 
technology. JSP pages can contain static HTML (or XML) text called "template 
text", plus the ability to insert dynamic content based on the interpretation (at page 
request time) of special action tags. The JSP environment includes a set of custom 
JSP tag libraries (such as the Struts tag libraries), standard JSP action tags (such 
as those described in the JavaServer Pages Specification), and a facility to install 
your own JSP custom tag libraries. If you use the BC4J data access framework, 
you can take advantage of JDeveloper's JSP generation wizards and the custom 
tag libraries that allow your JSP pages to display databound dynamic content. 
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●     The Controller portion of the application is focused on receiving requests from the 
client (typically a user running a web browser), deciding what business logic 
function is to be performed, and then delegating responsibility for producing the 
next phase of the user interface to an appropriate View component. In Struts, the 
primary components of the Controller is a servlet of class ActionServlet and the 
class RequestProcessor. If you use the BC4J data access framework, the 
RequestProcessor is extended for you and is known as the 
BC4JRequestProcessor. 

JDeveloper helps you implement the MVC Model 2 design patterns using core 
technology familiar to all web developers:

●     You can create JSP pages with HTML and custom tag libraries to implement the 
View of the data. You use links to let the user trigger actions on the HTTP Request.

●     You can enhance your JSP pages using a large set of custom JSP tag libraries 
that work with the Struts framework. All of the Struts tag libraries are accessible 
from the JDeveloper Component Palette, when you open a JSP in the Code Editor. 
For example, the Struts Form tag works closely with the Struts actions and form 
bean to retain the state of a data-entry form and validate entered data.

●     Unlike non-Struts JSPs, when you run your application, action requests do not 
invoke another JSP or Servlet directly. Instead, the request URI specifies a logical 
page request, which the request processor (RequestProcessor class) provided by 
the Struts controller handles. The Struts servlet may direct the responsibility for 
displaying the action results to the appropriate JSP page of your application, where 
the page may vary according to the exit code.

The Struts framework includes custom JSP tag libraries that you can use to create JSP 
pages that work with the rest of the Struts framework objects in your web application:

Tag library Description

Struts HTML Used to create Struts input forms, as well as other tags generally 
useful in the creation of HTML-based user interfaces.
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Struts Bean

Useful in accessing beans and their properties, as well as defining 
new beans (based on these accesses) that are accessible to the 
remainder of the page via scripting variables and page scope 
attributes. Convenient mechanisms to create new beans based on the 
value of request cookies, headers, and parameters are also provided.

Struts Logic
Useful in managing conditional generation of output text, looping over 
object collections for repetitive generation of output text, and 
application flow management.

Struts 
Nested

Brings a nested context to the functionality of the Struts custom tag 
library. The purpose of this tag library is to enable the tags to be 
aware of the tags which surround them so they can correctly provide 
the nesting property reference to the Struts system.

Struts Tiles Provides tiles tags. Tiles were previously called Components.

Struts 
Templates

Three tags: put, get, and insert. A put tag moves content into 
request scope, which is retrieved by a get tag in a different JSP page 
(the template). That template is included with the insert tag. 

Tags from the various Struts custom JSP tag libraries appear in JDeveloper on the 
Component Palette. The JDeveloper Help system lets you display the Struts Developer's 
Guide (obtained from the Apache Software Organization) for specific tags on the palette. 

JDeveloper provides set of JSP 1.1 compliant custom tags known as Business 
Components for Java (BC4J) Data Tags. The BC4J Data Tags custom tag library allows 
for simplified interaction with Business Components based on the BC4J framework. The 
tag-based approach to building JSP web applications with Business Components does 
not require extensive Java programming and is very much like coding an HTML page. 
The tags provide complete access to Business Components and allow viewing, editing, 
navigating, and full DML control. 

In the case of BC4J JSP pages you run with Struts, the BC4JRequestProcessor class 
handles actions specific to the databound JSP pages.

●     You create classes that implement the actions, which are specific to the operations 
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and flow control of your application. Actions can respond to the request, ask the 
servlet controller to forward the request to another handler or to another JSP, such 
as an input form.

●     You create JavaBean classes, known as form beans, which work closely with the 
action classes to retain the state of a data-entry form and validate the data entered. 
In this way, the form bean provides access to the data with which you application 
works.

●     You configure actions through an XML resource file, known as the struts-
config.xml, rather than hardcode it in the action class. The Struts 
RequestProcessor uses the file to map the request URI to the appropriate action 
and form beans. Struts version 1.1 provides the SwitchAction class to let your 
application move between separate Struts configuration files for independent 
application modules.

Component tags belong to the BC4J Data Tags custom tag library. These tags function 
much like the other BC4J data tags in that they operate on Business Components to 
access and manipulate data from the database. In a web application that you create with 
Struts support, you can use a special version of component tags to handle typical 
Business Components actions.
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Design

When you create databound web applications using the Struts and BC4J frameworks, 
you gain these benefits over BC4J web applications without Struts: 

●     All the benefits of the MVC approach to flow control that Struts supports. For 
example, MVC model 2 allows Web application developers to cleanly separate the 
display code (for example, HTML and tag libraries) from the action-handling code 
(Java and JSP scriplets). As a result, Web applications based on the Struts 
framework are easier to both read and maintain.

●     Struts uses a single .xml file to define the application module binding information 
that would otherwise appear inside each BC4J JSP page of a project. 

●     Struts handles the Business Component events as prebuilt action classes that the 
Struts ServletController executes at runtime. This eliminates the need to include 
event handling code in each BC4J JSP page (such as is provided by the 
<jbo:DataHandler> component tag or the <jbo:OnEvent> tag). 

●     Struts uses a single, easy to localize .properties file to consolidate message strings 
that would otherwise appear inside each BC4J JSP page of a project.

While it is possible to develop Web applications that do not follow the MVC paradigm, in 
general the Struts framework provides significant advantages to the developer: 

●     Struts makes it possible for JSP pages to externalize flow control. Rather than 
specify physical links to various JSP pages within the JSP file, the JSP file contains 
a Struts-defined logical URI. The Struts URI defines a logical page request mapped 
to actions that may return different physical JSP pages depending on the context of 
the HTTP request. 

●     Struts simplifies the development of the actual JSP file content by limiting it to user 
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interface generation only. Java that would otherwise appear inside the JSP files 
appears in separate servlet action classes that the JSP page invokes at runtime. 

●     Struts helps to separate the development roles into user interface designer (HTML 
or tag library user) and JSP action-handler developer. For example, one person 
can write JSP page using only HTML or suitable tag libraries, while another person 
works independently to create the page action handling classes in Java. 

●     Struts externalizes JSP actions that would otherwise appear inside all the JSP 
pages of your project into a single configuration file. This greatly simplifies 
debugging and promotes reuse. 

●     Struts consolidates String resources that would otherwise appear inside all the JSP 
pages of your project (for example, form labels) into a single file. This greatly 
simplifies the task of localizing JSP applications.

The figure below (created with JDeveloper) shows some of the key classes in the BC4J-
VSM end-user interface. To display the complete class diagram, click here.
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Design

Other apects of the BC4J-VSM design are covered in various lessons in this tutorial 
series.
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Required Software

This tutorial presents several code examples. If you want to study them in context, 
download and install the BC4J-VSM source code. If you also want to build and run the 
BC4J-VSM application, you will need the software listed in the Required Software section 
of About the BC4J Virtual Shopping Mall. 

JDeveloper ships the source for the Struts framework in <jdev_install>/jakarta-
struts/ directory. This directory contains the same Struts package and Web 
application samples that you can download from the Jakarta Project's home page. 
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Setup 

No special setup steps are required to use Struts with JDeveloper. In order to work with 
Struts and BC4J frameworks, JDeveloper provides a set of wizards that resemble the 
standard (non-Struts) BC4J JSP page wizards, but with the added functionality of being 
able to generate a web application that relies on a BC4J-specific request processor for 
use in the Struts MVC paradigm. 

For example, the BC4J JSP Struts Web Application Wizard helps you to quickly create 
an entire web application based on your existing Business Components project. 
Standard actions are implemented using the Struts framework and a Struts version of the 
component tags from the BC4J Data Tags custom tag library.

For information about setting up the BC4J-VSM sample application, see the Setup 
section of the Overview tutorial.
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Implementation

This section describes how the BC4J-VSM uses Struts and JBO tags together with the BC4J 
framework to display a list of orders to a mall customer.

The Struts technologies used are:

●     Struts Controller Sevlet - MVC Controller servlet which controls all access to application.

●     Struts Action - A java class designated to handle a Struts application Action which is in the form 
of a URL request.

●     Struts ActionForm (Form Bean) - A Java class which represents the contents of an HTML form. It 
also provides a validation method.

●     Struts "Bean" and "HTML" tag libraries - JSP tag libraries which allow for interaction with Struts 
components from JSP.

●     Struts-Config.xml - The master configuration file for all Struts applications.

●     ApplicationResources.properties - A resource file which can store multi-lingual messages and 
data for a Struts application.

JDeveloper provides these facilities to develop a web application based on Jakarta Project's Struts 
framework that you deploy as either Java servlets or JavaServer Pages.

●     The Struts Configuration Editor lets you manage the struts-config.xml file, which defines the 
ActionMappings for your application. The Struts controller uses the mappings to turn HTTP 
requests into application actions.

●     The various Struts dialogs in the Web Tier - Struts category of the New Gallery let you add the 
Struts framework components to a generic JSP web application. When you add Struts to a 
generic JSP project, you may also work with BC4J through its request processor 
(BC4JRequestProcessor).

●     The BC4J Struts JSP Web Application Wizard in the Web Tier - Struts-Based JSP for Business 
Components category of the New Gallery lets you generate an entire databound web application. 
The generated JSP pages rely on a BC4J-specific action controller that functions with a model 
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implemented by Oracle's data access layer, Business Components for Java (BC4J).

For work with Struts and BC4J frameworks, JDeveloper provides a set of wizards that resemble the 
standard (non-Struts) BC4J JSP page wizards, but they generate a web application that relies on a 
BC4J-specific request processor for use in the Struts MVC paradigm. The wizard-generated code 
implements the BC4J framework and provides full database access, state management, and 
transaction control to web application clients.

For example, the BC4J JSP Struts Web Application Wizard helps you create an entire web application 
based on a Business Components project. Standard actions are implemented using the Struts 
framework and a Struts version of the component tags from the BC4J Data Tags custom tag library.

All Struts actions begin with a URL that is submitted to the JSP request object when the end user clicks 
a Struts-defined link. The link must be of the form actionPathName.do, where the extension .do 
causes the ActionServlet to locate the corresponding action in the struts-config.xml 
configuration file.
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The runtime process for handling actions in the Struts framework implemented by the BC4J component 
tags is:

1.  User clicks a link that submits a .do parameter.
2.  ActionServlet maps the request URI to the Action class through the definition in struts-

config.xml.
3.  The action class processes the request through a method implementation.

The following HTML code (with jbo tags) comes from mallUsers/allOrders.jsp. It includes an 
HTML anchor tag that defines a link to manageorder.do.

<%UserOrdersRow row = null;%>
<jbo:RowsetIterate datasource="OrderTrackingService.UserOrders">
  <jbo:Row id="currRow" action="Active" 
         datasource="OrderTrackingService.UserOrders"/>
  <%
    row = (UserOrdersRow)currRow;       
  %>
  <TR> 
  ...
    <TD align="center" class="BlackText" width="82">
        <A href="manageorders.do?jboRowKey=
              <%=row.getKey().toStringFormat(true)%>
              &jboEvent=getOrders" 
           class="Link">Details</A>
    </TD>
  </TR>
</jbo:RowsetIterate>   

The following XML code comes form struts-config.xml. It defines the action manageorders, 
specifying a Java class (OrderEditAction) and method (getAllOrders) to handle the action, and 
associated JSPs (including allOrders.jsp).

...
  <action path="/manageorders" parameter="jboEvent" 
          scope="request" 
          type="oracle.otnsamples.vsm.controllers.user.OrderEditAction" 
          validate="false">

      <set-property property="releasemode" value="Stateless"/>
      <set-property property="application" value="OrderTrackingService"/>
      <set-property property="viewobject" value="UserOrders"/>
      <forward name="getOrders" path="/jsps/mallUser/myOrders.jsp"/>
      <forward name="getAllOrders" path="/jsps/mallUser/allOrders.jsp"/>
  </action>
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...

The following Java code comes from OrderEditAction.java. It implements the action method 
defined in the Struts configuration file (shown above). It imports Struts action classes 
(org.apache.struts.action.*) and BC4J classes (oracle.jbo.*) to gain access to those 
frameworks' functionality. This code calls BC4JContext.getContext to get context data from the HTTP 
request parameter, then uses this data to instantiate the UserOrders View Object, a BC4J component. 
Then the code uses the View Object to execute a query and iterate through the results.

package oracle.otnsamples.vsm.controllers.user;
...
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForm;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionForward;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionMapping;
import org.apache.struts.action.ActionError;

import org.apache.struts.action.ActionErrors;
import oracle.jbo.client.JboUtil;
import oracle.jbo.ViewObject;
import oracle.jbo.html.struts11.actions.EditAction;
import oracle.jbo.html.struts11.BC4JUtils;
import oracle.jbo.RowIterator;
import oracle.jbo.Key;
import oracle.jbo.html.BC4JContext;
import oracle.jbo.Row;
import oracle.otnsamples.vsm.views.common.UserOrders;
import oracle.otnsamples.vsm.views.common.UserOrdersRow;
import oracle.otnsamples.vsm.views.common.OrderItemsRow;
import oracle.otnsamples.vsm.views.common.ItemRow;
import oracle.otnsamples.util.Utilities;
...
public ActionForward getAllOrders(ActionMapping mapping, 
                                  ActionForm form, 
                                  HttpServletRequest request, 
                                  HttpServletResponse response) {
    BC4JContext context = BC4JContext.getContext(request);
    try {
      String uName = (String)request.getSession().getAttribute("USER_NAME");
      UserOrders orders = (UserOrders)context.getViewObject();
      orders.setUserName(uName);
      orders.executeQuery();
      UserOrdersRow row = null;
      double total = 0.0;
      RowIterator iter = null;
      OrderItemsRow currRow = null;
      while(orders.hasNext()) {
        row = (UserOrdersRow)orders.next();
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        total = 0.0;
        iter = row.getOrderItems();
        while(iter.hasNext()) {
          currRow = (OrderItemsRow)iter.next();
          total += currRow.getUnitPrice().doubleValue() * 
                   currRow.getQuantity().doubleValue();
        }
        request.setAttribute(row.getId().getSequenceNumber().stringValue(), 
                             new Double(total));
      }
      orders.reset();
    }
    catch(Exception ex) {
    ...
    }
    return BC4JUtils.getForwardFromContext(context, mapping);
  }

The other tutorials in this series describe various application features and explain how they were 
implemented. 
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This tutorial is part of a series based on the BC4J version of the Virtual Shopping Mall (VSM) 
sample application. Following are links to resources that can help you understand and apply 
the concepts and techniques presented in the tutorials. See the Required Software section to 
obtain the BC4J-VSM source code and related files. 

Resource URL

Struts 
Overview http://jakarta.apache.org/struts/

JDeveloper 
Online 
Help

http://otn.oracle.com/jdeveloper903/help/

Using 
Struts with 
JDeveloper

http://otn.oracle.com/products/jdev/htdocs/handson/struts/StrutsHandson.html

OTN 
Sample 
Code 

http://otn.oracle.com/sample_code/ 
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Feedback

If you have questions or comments about this tutorial, you can: 

●     Post a message in the OTN Sample Code discussion forum. OTN developers and 
other experts monitor the forum. 

●     Send email to the author. mailto:Robert.Hall@oracle.com 

If you have suggestions or ideas for future tutorials, you can

●     Post a message in the OTN Member Feedback forum.

●     Send email to mailto:Raghavan.Sarathy@oracle.com. 
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